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Regulatory approaches in 3 countries

- This paper explores platform regulatory approaches in Australia, the UK and New Zealand.
- It is based on the document analysis of
  - ACCC Digital Platform Inquiry (preliminary report)
  - The Cairncross Review
  - NZ Commerce Commission’s ruling of NZME/Fairfax merger
  - News companies submissions
Document analysis of digital platform inquiries & competition rulings

- In 2017, Australian government launched the “first in the world” digital platforms inquiry to assess how platforms affect Australian media and advertising markets.


- In the UK, Cairncross review was launched in 2018, and its report was published in February 2019.

- In New Zealand, Commerce Commission assessed Facebook’s and Google’s role in the media market while ruling of NZME and Fairfax in 2017.
• There has been a huge backlash against tech titans, especially Facebook.

• Company’s co-founder Chris Hughes has called for regulators to break up the social media giant.

• He calls the company a “powerful monopoly, eclipsing all of its rivals and erasing competition.”

Break up Facebook?
Professor Siva Vaidyanathan

“Facebook presents radically new challenges. It is unlike anything else in human history – with the possible exception of Google.”

“Facebook operates beyond the reach of states and market forces. This is not healthy. Addressing Facebook properly will require years of study. It will also require fresh thought and bold creativity.”

• Examining regulation of digital platforms has become increasingly important for the political economy of communication studies (Myllylahti, 2018; Pickard, 2018a & 2018b).

• Some earlier studies argue that Facebook has ‘substantial power’ or monopoly power over media companies (Bell & Owen, 2017; Myllylahti, 2018; Nielsen & Ganter, 2018; Pickard, 2017).

Facebook has substantial or ‘monopolistic power’
Whose interests are protected by regulation?

- Parker et al. (2016) argue that competition regulators tend to protect interests of industries, not of the general public, and therefore they may not address problems raising outside their remit.

- Lynskey argues that platforms have also other power than just ‘market power’ which can lead to dominance and abuse of their dominant position, and therefore some effects of their power “are not captured by competition law” (Lynskey, 2018,p.176).
How do we distinct platforms/media companies?

Flew, Martin and Suzor (2019) suggest that in order to regulate digital platforms, we need to establish

➢ How to distinct platforms from traditional media companies?
➢ What are the best measures to address platform dominance?
➢ Should we focus on strengthening social obligations of the major platforms?

(Flew, Martin and Suzor, 2019, p.42)
Platforms have become publishers?

• In 2017, Emily Bell and Taylor Owen stated that
  “technology platforms have become publishers in a short space of time, leaving news organizations confused about their own future. If the speed of convergence continues, more news organizations are likely to cease publishing—distributing, hosting, and monetizing—as a core activity” (Bell and Owen, 2017, p.9)
Are platforms publishers?

Picard and Pickard (2017) state that “platform responsibilities might differ from those of traditional publishers....[but] these firms are increasingly monitoring, regulating and deleting content, and restricting and blocking some users, functions that are very akin to editorial choices (p.6).
Where are the boundaries?

• Carlson (2015) states that the “struggles over journalism are often struggles over boundaries”, and this struggle applies to news organisations as well (p.2).

• By investigating how regulators and news companies see platforms and their power, we can try to understand how the boundaries between platforms and news organisations are drawn, and what we might need to regulate.
Forms of boundary work

• **Expansion** – incorporating non-traditional journalists; taking over new media practices as acceptable, absorbing new media as acceptable journalism

• **Expulsion** – expelling deviant actors, expelling deviant practices, expelling deviant forms and values

• **Protection of autonomy** – keeping out non-journalistic informational actors, defence of ability to define correct practices, defence from non-professional outsiders

(Carlson, 2015, p.10)
Research questions

RQ1 Are platforms seen as media/news companies?

RQ2 Do the views of digital inquiries/regulators align with news industry?

RQ3 What power platforms are seen to possess?

RQ4 What regulatory/other measures are proposed to address platform power?

RQ5 What power platforms attach to themselves and do they see a case for regulation?
RQ1 Are platforms seen as competitors for media/news companies?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inquiries regard platforms as intermediaries, not content creators, and “critical business partners for media companies”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News industry also regard platforms as “business partners”, “intermediaries”, “competitors”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google: we are not a media company, we don’t produce media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook: we are a tech company and “business partner” for publishers - not essential gateway for news</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital inquiries views mainly align with news companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both suggest that Google and Facebook have significant market power in digital advertising and search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both suggest regulation of algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both suggest taxation as a partial solution to the ‘platform problem’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RQ3 What power platforms are seen to possess?

Regulators assert that platforms dominate in digital advertising; they are seen having market power in digital advertising (and display ads) and market power in online search (Google).

News companies state that Facebook and Google have “substantial market power in advertising, search functions and referral traffic”; additionally “gatekeeping power”

Google: Company does not have market power in Australian online searches

Facebook: does not have substantial power in referral traffic or digital advertising.
RQ4 What regulatory/other measures are proposed to address platform power?

Regulators suggest **oversight of algorithms over news selection**; enforcement of copyright; new investigations for digital ad market; **regulating content to avoid fake news**; regulating quality of content; **tax reliefs**

News industry proposes **tax reliefs** for digital subscriptions; breaking up Google; new competition authority for Australia; obligatory content payments from platforms to news companies; **independent regulatory body for the content**; transparency for algorithms

Google & Facebook – don’t need new regulation
RQ5 What power platforms attach to themselves and do they see a case for regulation?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Google believes it does not have market power in Australian online searches and ads, hence <strong>does not need to be regulated</strong>.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook believes <strong>news feed should not be regulated by regulators</strong> (no regulation for its algorithms).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook believes there is not basis for new government advertising regulatory body – it states that it is competing with Amazon, Apple, Google and others for ad dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook states that there is not evidence of misuse of market power, not in digital advertising or referral traffic, hence <strong>new regulation is not needed</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook states that data does not equal to market power.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RQ1 - Platforms are not seen as media companies, but as business partners, intermediaries and competitors

RQ2: The views of governmental inquiries and news companies mainly align

RQ3 - regulators and news companies believe that Google and Facebook have market power in digital advertising and online search – additionally news companies believe that they have referral and gatekeeping power

RQ4 - both regulators and news industry propose tax reliefs; regulating platform content and improving algorithmic transparency. Not surprisingly, Google and Facebook believe that no further regulation is needed.

RQ5 – Facebook and Google deny having market power in search, digital advertising, referral traffic – therefore no extra regulation needed
Discussion – where are the boundaries?

- News companies and regulators *expel* platforms as media companies (expulsion)
- On the other hand, they believe that platforms have similar functions to media companies - they propose quality control for their content and oversight for algorithms (*expansion*).
- When looking at the issue from the *protection of autonomy* point of view, it can be argued that news companies fight for their autonomy by seeing platforms as mere “business partners”, and by asking them to pay for news companies content.
- However, when news companies suggest that platforms have gatekeeping power and their content should be regulated, it suggests that platforms are seen to have similar functions to news companies threatening their autonomy.
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